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In an action for proving of the tpor pursued by Mr. A14xa da sIpAer gainst
Jean Home, for proving of the terjraj)ftment of einefhnuqatqfhil
Alexander 149rue of the Cross-gateof Coldingihan;;ajid hij Adisnale, in the year
of God 1561, the Lords repelled an eycepting founded uppeeilke argument,
as was proponed by John Murray agaist. Drumlanrig in terminy,4 adustairied
the action upon ; case of admission foup4el upon the having of the said instrja-
ment by William Home of Grig, and upo4 his abstracting thereof, albeit it was
offered to be proved, that he being pursued for having of the sad instrutent-
was assoilzied therefrom. Item, I4 tlp same cause the Lord.j fetind no Aecessity
to produce the protocal of Sir Johp Flint, which was extant in the Laird of Ayton's
hands, seeing it was affirmed, that the said protocal was riven and cancelled, and
the said protocal would be produced in modum firobationis. Item, The Lords astricted
him to prove rei gesta veritatsm by witnesses who were present at the giving of
the sasine, and found it was not necessary to prove the same per testes instrumen-
taries, except they were alive.

KerseMS. A. 187.

1622. July 24. E. MELROSS gint JAMES LUMISDANiE.

The Lords found a tenor provb', albeit rei gesta veritas was not nor couldbe
proved, in respect it was factum antiquum, and the witnesses dead, the pursier
having proved by witnesses that they sa the procuratories,' and were present at
the resignation. Item, Producing the contract whereby the party *as obligea to
dispone with the instrurent of iesiinaiion krheein the prdcuratory was inisekted
Ad longum, with the King's charter following (ipon the resigbati6n.
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1629. Febrgary 6. R1DDXLL against MIDDLEMIST.

In actions of tenor found no necessity of probation of casus amissiois, ubi tenor
et rei veritas pabatur,,
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